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If the subject is a current or retired public employee, the salary is available along with

any pension received. As someone who had a career in government, I accepted the

public's right to know my compensation; the public, after all, paid it.

The uproar over the release of gun permit holders is another indication of the passions

that surround discussions of gun rights or efforts to limit them. It has always been a

debate dominated by extreme elements, which, in turn, has crowded out efforts to

reach common ground or develop sensible and reasonable steps to address gun

violence and its causes.

The paper's position smacks of a "we did it because we could" defense, ignoring the

point that simply because some information IS public, should it be MADE public.

At the same time, the reaction of gun owners -- thinly veiled threats against children, in

particular -- will only serve to reinforce arguments that they are typical of rabid "gun

nuts" consumed by a belief that their rights trump all else.

The paper might have better served its readers by first publishing a story about the

number of gun permits issued in the county, seeking input from law enforcement,

academics, social scientists and others involved in the debate.

The decision to publish the names and address should have been explained in detail,

along with those arguments management felt persuaded it to proceed and publish.

After all, informing readers their neighbor owns a gun isn't calculated to send him next

door to borrow it like it's a new pair of electric hedge clippers.

While the young reporter I was in the '50s was tasked with the often distasteful chore of

tracking down embarrassing details about someone's personal life, today's media has

become infinitely more intrusive and needs, perhaps, to step back and reassess its role

in serving the public interest and its right to know.

If that happens, something worthwhile may come from the uproar in Westchester

County.

EDITOR'S NOTE:  Carl Golden is a senior contributing analyst with the William J.

Hughes Center for Public Policy at the Richard Stockton College of New Jersey. You

can reach him at cgolden1937@gmail.com.
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